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The Overflowing of Friendship: Love between Men..., by Richard Godbeer. (Larry Kramer). 16:5
The Scene of Harlem Cabaret: Race, Sexuality, Performance, by Shane Vogel. (Martha E. Stone). 16:5
The Suicide Year, by Lena Prodan. (Sheela Lambert). 16:6
The Taos Truth Game (The), by Earl Ganz (Martha E. Stone). 13:4
Therapists on the Front Line, ed. Cadwell, et al. (Lorna Hochstein), 2:4
Third Sex by Willy (Richard M. Berrong). 15:2
This One’s Going to Last Forever: Short Stories, by Naime Holtz. (Jean Roberta). 16:5
This Thing Called Courage: South Boston Stories, by J. G. Hayes (Jamie O’Neill) 10:1
Thomas Eakins: The Absolute Male, by John Esten (Jim Nawrocki) 9:6
Thomas Mann: Eros and Literature, by Anthony Heilbut (Les Wright), 4:1
Titling the Tower, by Linda Garber (Robin Bernstein), 2:3
Time on Two Crosses: The Collected Writings of Bayard Rustin, ed by Devon W. Carbado and Donald Weise (Jim Nawrocki) 11:1
Times Square Red, Times Square Blue, by Samuel R. Delany (George De Stefano), 6:4
Tipping the Velvet, by Sarah Waters (Martha Stone), 6:4
To Believe in Women, by Lillian Faderman (Diane Hamer), 6:4
Tom of Finland XXL, edited by Dian Hanson. (Jim Nawrocki). 16:5
Tongzhi, by Chou Wah-Shan (Ron Suleski) 8:2
Tony Kushner in Conversation, ed. by Robert Vorlicky (Kevin J. Harty), 5:2
Too Much Flesh and Jabez, by Coleman Dowell (Richard Canning). 14:6
Toward Amnesia, by Sarah van Arsdale (Nisa Donnelly), 3:2
Trace Elements of Random Tea Parties, by Felicia Luna Lemas (Joy Parks) 11:3
Traitor to the Race, by Darieck Scott (Richard Benjamin), 2:3
Trials of Radclyffe Hall, by Diana Souhami (Elizabeth Primamore), 6:3
Tricky Part (The), by Martin Moran (Stephen Kuehler). 12:6
Trouble with Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer Life (The), by Michael Warner (Jim Baxter) 7:3
Troubled, by RM Vaughan ((Matthew Hays). 15:6
True Enough, by Stephen Mccauley (Greg Herren) 9:1
True Story of Alice B. Toklas (The), by Anna Linzie (Martha E. Stone). 13:6
Truly Wilde, by Joan Schenkar (Martha E. Stone) 8:1
Truman Capote: In which various friends, enemies acquaintances, and detractors recall his turbulent career, by George Plimpton (Mitzel), 5:3
Trumpet, by Jackie Kay (Martha Stone), 6:3
Truth that Never Hurts (The), by Barbara Smith (Bill Stanford Pincheon), 6:2
Try, by Dennis Cooper (Tom Cole), 2:3
Turn the Beat Around: The Secret History of Disco, by Peter Shapiro (Jim Nawrocki). 14:3
Twenty Questions, by J. D. McClatchy (Ken Furtado), 5:4
Twenty-Eight Artists and Two Saints, by Joan Acocella (Michael Hattersley). 14:5
Two lives: Gertrude and Alice, by Janet Malcolm (Martha E. Stone). 15:1
Two or Three Things I Know for Sure, by Dorothy Allison (Martha Stone), 2:3
Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film about The Grapes of Wrath, by Steven Goldman. (Dan Waxman). 16.2.
Two-Spirit People: Native American Gender Identify, Sexuality, and Spirituality, ed. by Jacobs, Thomas, Lang (Randy P. Conner), 5:3
Ultimate Gay Sex, by Michael Thomas Ford (Greg Varner) 11:6
Un Amor Que Se Atrevo a Decir Su Nombre, by Norma Mogrovejo (Mirka Negroni) 7:4
Uncle Mame, by Eric Myers (Mark Griffin) 8:4
Uncle’s Story, by Ihimaera Witi (Margaret Meklin) 10:1
Uncommon reader, by Alan Bennett (Jim Nawrocki). 15:4
Uncovered, by Reed Massengill. (David B. Boyce). 16:6
Under the Rainbow, by John Carlyle (Stuart Timmons). 14:1
Undercurrents: Queer Culture and Postcolonial Hong Kong, by Helen Hok-Sze Leung. (Patty Comeau). 16:3
Understanding Homosexuality: Changing schools, by Arthur Lipkin (Sonja Franeta) 7:2
Understory, by Pamela Erens (Martha E. Stone). 14:5
Undiscovered Country: The Later Plays of Tennessee Williams, ed. P. C. Kolin (Lewis Whittington) 10:5
Undressing Lesbian Sex: Popular Images, by Elaine Creith (Marti Hohmann), 4:1
Unfinished Poems of C.P. Cavafy, translated by Daniel Mendelsohn. (Alfred Corn). 16:5
Unfinished Revolution: Social Movement Theory and the Gay and Lesbian Movement (The), by Stephen M. Engel (Christopher Capozzola) 9:6
Unfriendly Fire: How the Gay Ban Undermines the Military, by Nathaniel Frank. (Terri Schlichenmeyer). 16:5
Unlimited Embrace, by Reed Woodhouse (Michael Schwartz), 6:1
Unraveling at the Name, by Jenny Factor (David Bergman) 9:5
Unspeakable, by Rodger Streitmatter (William Mann), 3:2
Valencia, by Michelle Tea (Amy Sickels) 7:4
Valentino: A Dram of Desire, by David Bret (Walter Holland). 14:6
Vanessa & Virginia, by Susan Sellers. (Charles Green). 16:4
Velveteen Father: An Unexpected Journey to Parenthood, by Jesse Green (Elaine Margolin) 7:2
Venice Adriana (The), by Ethan Mordden (Michael Schwartz), 5:3
Vice Versa, by Marjorie Garber (Wayne Bryant), 2:4
Vindication: A Life of Mary Wollstonecraft, by Lyndall Gordon (Alan Helms). 13:5
Vinegar Hill, by A. M. Ansay (Chris Freeman), 2:2
Violet Hour: The Violet Quill and the Making of Gay Culture (The), by David Bergman (Martha E. Stone) 11:5
Violet Quill Reader (The), ed. by David Bergman (Michael Schwartz), 1:2
Virgil Thomson: Composer on the Aisle, by Anthony Tommasini (Adam Feldman), 5:1
Virtual Equality, by Urvashi Vaid (Michael Shwartz), 3:1
Virtually Normal, by Andrew Sullivan (Michael Schwartz), 2:4
Vital signs, ed by Richard Canning (Daniel A. Burr). 15:4
Voices Rising, ed. by G. Winston James (Niladri Chatterjee). 14:5
Wages of Sin: Sex and Diseases, Past and Present (The), by Peter Lewis Allen (Vernon Rosario) 8:6
Walt Whitman and the Earth, by M. Jimmie Killingsworth (George Klawitter). 12.6
War Against the Animals, by paul Russell (Tony Peregrin) 11:2
War Boy, by Kief Hillsbery (Peter Marcus) 7:3
Warrior Poet: A Biography of Audre Lorde, by Alexis De Veaux (Martha Miller) 11:3
Wartime Diary. Simone De Beauvoir. (Heather Seggel). 16:3
Way to go, Smith! by Bob Smith (Martha E. Stone) 7:2
We are Michael Field, by Emma Donoghue (Ed Madden) 7:1
We Must Love One Another or Die: The life and legacies of Larry Kramer, ed. by L. Mass (Michael Hattersley), 5:3
Weekend (The), by Peter Cameron (Jameson Currier), 1:4
What Becomes You, by Aaron R. Link and Hilda Raz (Megan Friddle). 14:4
What do gay men want? By David M. Halperin (Richard M. Berrong). 15:1
What I Did Wrong: A Novel, by John Weir (Raymond-Jean Frontain). 13:5
What Keeps Me Here, by Rebecca Brown (Lucy Jane Bledsoe), 4:1
What the Bible Really Says about Homosexuality, by D. Helminiak (Jacqueline Lapidus), 1:4
What the Body Told, by Rafael Campo (Chris Freeman), 5:1
What They Did to Princess Paragon, by Robert Rodi (Ryan Prout), 2:4
What’s the Matter with Kansas?, by Thomas Frank (Don Gorton). 12.2
When Drag is Not a Car Race, by J. Fessler and K. Rauch (Robert Patrick), 4:4
When Heroes Love: The Ambiguity of Eros, by Susan Ackerman (Raymond-Jean Frontain). 13:2
When you don’t see me by Timothy James Beck (Terri Schlichenmeyer). 15:1
Where the Boys Are, by William J. Mann (Martha E. Stone) 10:4
Where the Rainbow Ends, by Jameson Currier (Karl Woelz), 6:3
While England Sleeps, by David Leavitt (Ross Lipman), 1:2
While the World Sleeps: Writing from the First Twenty Years of the Global AIDS Plague, ed by Chris Bull (Chris Bell) 11:1
White on Black on White, by Coleman Dowell (Richard Canning). 14:6
Whitman’s Men: The Calamus Poems by W. Whitman, ed. by David Groff (Ken Schellenberg), 4:1
Who’s Who in Gay and Lesbian History (2 vols.), ed. by Aldrich and Woterspoon (Ian Young) 8:4
Whose Song? And Other Stories, by Thomas Glave (Amy Sickels) 8:2
Wild Animals I Have Known, by Kevin Bentley (Andrew Holleran) 9:4
Wild Heart: A Life: Natalie Clifford Barney’s Journey from Victorian America to the Literary Salons of Paris, by Suzanne Rodriguez (Diane Ellen Hamer) 10:4
Wilde Writings: Contextual Conditions, ed by Joseph Bristow (Richard M. Berrong) 11:1
William Burroughs and Secret of Fascination, by Oliver Harris (Jim Nawrocki) 11:3
Winter Birds, by Jim Grimsley (Chris Freeman), 2:2
Wisecracker: The Life and Times of William Haines, Hollywood’s First Openly Gay Star, by William Mann (David May), 5:4
Witch’s flight, by Kara Keeling (Jean Roberta). 15:3
With Chatwin: Portrait of a Writer, by Susannah Clapp (Jameson Currier), 5:1
Woman at War: Marlene Dietrich Remembered, ed. by J. D. Riva and G. Stern (Cassandra Langer). 14:4
Woman Like That: Lesbian and Bisexual Writers Tell Their Coming Out Stories (A), ed. by Joan Larkin (Martha E. Stone) 7:1
Woman who Fell from the Sky (The), by Joy Harjo (Sara Greenslit), 2:2
Women in Pants: Manly Maidens, Cowgirls, and Other Renegades, by Catherine Smith and Cynthia Greig (Diane Ellen Hamer) 11:1
Women on Women 3, ed. by Joan Nestle and Naomi Holoch (Candace Lee Van Auken), 3:4
Women with Mustaches and Men without Beards, by Afshaneh Najmabadi (Howard Hsueh-Hao Chiang). 14:3
Wondrous Strange: The Life and Art of Glenn Gould, by Kevin Bazzana (John Mitzel) 11:4
Words in Air: The Complete Correspondence: Bishop and Lowell, edited by T. Travisano. (Jason Roush). 16:2
Woman on Woman: Imagination and Dissent, by Thomas Glave (Charles Michael Smith). 13:4
Working Parts, by Lucy Jane Bledsoe (Amy Sickels), 4:4
World and Other Places (The), by Jeanette Winterson (Jonathan Alexander), 6:4
World of Normal Boys (The), by K. M. Soehnlein (James Withers)
World Turned: Essays on Gay History, Politics and Culture, by John D’Emilio (Christopher Capozzola) 10:2
Wounded, by Percival Everett, Percival (Christopher Bell). 13:3
Wrestling with the Angel, ed. Brian Bouldrey (Jameson Currier), 2:3
Writing a Jewish Life: Memoirs, by Lev, Raphael (Martha E. Stone). 13:2
Writing Below the Belt, by Michael Rowe (Martha Stone), 3:1
Year full of Moons (A), by Madelyn Arnold (Jenn McKee) 8:1
Your Body Figured, by Douglas A. Martin, Douglas. (Cassandra Langer). 16:1
Your John: The Love Letters of Radclyffe Hall, ed. by Joanne Glasgow (Diane Hamer), 4:3
Your Loving Arms, by Gwendolyn Bikis (Carol Guess) 9:3
Zuni Man-Woman (The), by Will Roscoe (Ron Jackson Suresha), 3:4

MOVIE REVIEWS

Adventures of Felix, The. (Michael Haas) 8:6
AKA, dir. Duncan Roy (Richard Schneider Jr.) 10:4
American Beauty, directed by Sam Mendes (Mark Griffin) 7:3
American Crime. (John Esther). 14:3
Batman Forever (Michael Zam), 2:4
Beautiful Thing, directed by Hattie Macdonald (Michael Zam), 4:1
Before Night Falls (Jaffe Cohen) 8:2
Before Night Falls (Michael Haas) 8:3
Better than Chocolate, directed by Anne Wheeler (Michael Haas) 7:2
Boy Culture (Richard Schneider Jr.), 13:4
Boy’s Life (Jaffe Cohen), 2:2
Boys Don’t Cry, directed by Kimberly Peirce (Adam Feldman) 7:2
Brideshead Revisited. (Colin Carman). 16:3
Broken Hearts Club (Michael Haas) 8:2
Bruno. (Andrew Holleran). 16:5
Callas Forever, directed by Franco Zeffirelli (John Esther). 12.1
Capote (Christopher Capozzola), 13:2
Celluloid Closet (The) (Michael Zam), 3:2
Chris & Don: A love story (Chris Freeman). 15:5
Closet (John Esther), 13:3
Closet (The) (Michael Haas) 8:5
Colour Me Kubrick: A True...ish Story. (John Curlovich). 14:4
Come Undone (Michael Haas) 8:6
Disco Years (The) (Jaffe Cohen), 2:2
Edge of Seventeen, directed by David Moreton (Mark Huisman), 6:2
Far from Heaven, dir. Todd Haynes (Andrew Holleran) 10:3
Finished, directed by William E. Jones (Ryan Prout), 5:3
Flawless, directed by Joel Schumacher (Michael Haas) 7:2
Friend of Dorothy’s (A) (Jaffe Cohen), 2:2
Gods and Monsters, directed by Bill Condon (Michael Zam), 6:2
Happy, Texas, directed by Mark Illsley (Mark Huisman), 6:2
Hard, directed by John Huckert (Wayne Northcross) 7:1
Head on, directed by Ana Kokkinos (Alistair McCartney) 7:1
Hedwig and the Angry Inch (David Steinberg) 8:6
History Boys. (John Curlovich). 14:2
Hours, dir. Stephen Daldrey (Andrew Holleran) 10:3
Idaho, directed by Gus Van Sant (Jim Nawrocki). 12.5
In and Out, directed by Frank Oz (Michael Zam), 5:1
Interview with the Vampire (Jaffe Cohen), 2:1
Jeffrey (Ryan Prout), 3:3
Just One Time (Michael Haas) 8:4
Kevin’s Room (John Keene) 8:5
Kinky Boots (John Esther), 13:3
Kissing Jessica Stein, directed by Charles Herman-Wurmfeld (Michael Haas) 9:4
L. I. E., directed by Michael Cuesta (Harry Kevorkian) 9:2
Last Dining Table. (John Esther). 14:3
Ma Vie en Rose, directed by Alain Berliner (Ryan Prout), 5:1
Mambo Italiano (Steve Warren), 11:1
Night Larry Kramer Kissed Me (The) (Stephen Hemrick) 8:2
Night of the Iguana (The) (Martha Stone), 3:3
No se lo digas a nadie/Don’t Tell Anyone, directed by Francisco J. Lombardi (Ryan Prout), 6:1
Object of My Affection (The), directed by Nicholas Hytner (Jaffe Cohen), 5:3
Old Joy (John Esther), 13:3
Paranoid Park. Directed by Gus Van Sant (Colin Carman). 15:4
Pool Days (Jaffe Cohen), 2:2
Priest (Ryan Prout), 2:3
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (Jaffe Cohen), 1:4
Quills (David Steinberg) 8:2
Rainbow Pride: A story of the Rainbow Flag (Charles Michael Smith), 13:5
Savage Nights (Kevin J. Harty), 1:3
Sexual Dependency, directed by Rodrigo Bellott (Joel Dossi). 12.1
Shortbus. (John Michael Curlovich). 14:4
Small Town Gay Bar (John Esther), 13:3
Smiley Face. (John Esther). 14:3
Strawberry and Chocolate (Ryan Prout), 2:2
Sundance 2005 (brief reviews) (John Esther). 12.3
Taking Woodstock. (Richard Schneider). 16:6
Tal Como Somos. (Brett E. Avila). 16:5
Talk to Her, dir. Pedro Almodovar (Andrew Holleran) 10:3
Tarnation, directed by Jonathan Caouette (Chris Freeman). 12.2
The Hidden Fuehrer: Debating the Enigma of Hitler’s Sexuality (Jud Newborn), 11:4
The World According to Sesame Street (John Esther), 13:3
This Film Is Not Yet Rated (John Esther), 13:3
Tigger Movie: Tigger Sent to Amazon (The) (Ryan Prout) 7:4
Trembling before G-d, directed by Sandi Simcha DuBowski (Allen Ellenzweig) 9:1
Trick, directed by Jim Fall (The) (Mark Huisman), 6:2
Twilight of the Golds, directed by Ross Marks (Jaffe Cohen), 5:1
Undetectable, directed by Jay Corcoran (Lewis Whittington) 9:1
Very British Gangster (A). (John Esther). 14:3
Weapons. (John Esther). 14:3
Wilde, directed by Brian Gilbert (Mark Vernon), 5:2
Winter Kept Us Warm. Directed by David Secter (Matthew Hays). 12.4
Wrestling with Angels (John Esther), 13:3
Yossi & Jagger (Richard Schneider Jr.), 11:3

THEATRE REVIEWS

All that I will ever be (Washington, DC) (Andrew Holleran). 15:3
As Bees in Honey Drown, written by Douglas Carter Beane (Martha Stone), 5:2
Back with a Vengeance Tour, performed by Dame Edna (Randy Gener). 14:4
Big Bill (Allen Ellenzweig), 11:4
Boston Marriage, written by David Mamet (Michael Bronski), 6:4
Carrington (Jaffe Cohen), 3:1
ChristopherMarlowe’s Edward the Second (New York) (Allen Ellenzweig). 15:2
Dog Opera, by Constance Congdon (Kevin J. Harty), 2:3
Dying City (Allen Ellenzweig). 14:4
Eager Beaver, with Lea DeLaria (Hanna Bordas), 5:1
El Público, by Federico García Lorca (Aaron Schloff), 5:4
Equus, by Peter Shaffer. (Allen Ellenzweig). 16:1
Falsettos, by William Finn (Diane Hamer), 1:1
Fighting Tommy Reilly (Don Gorton). 14:2
Four Saints in Three Acts (Lawrence D. Mass), 3:4
Goat, or Who Is Sylvia (The), written by Edward Albee (Kevin J. Harty), 9:4
Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde, by Moisés Kaufman (Stephen Mo Hanan), 4:4
Harvey Milk, by Stewart Wallace (Paul Moor), 2:2
Hedwig and the Angry Inch, book by John Cameron Mitchell, music and lyrics by Stephen Trask (Michael Bronski) 7:1
Hedwig and the Angry Inch, written by John Cameron Mitchell (Adam Feldman), 6:3
I Am My Own Wife, dir. Moises Kaufman (Allen Ellenzweig) 10:5
Language of Their Own (A), by Chay Yew (Keven J. Harty), 2:3
Laramie Project (The), written by Moises Kaufman (Allen Ellenzweig), 7:4
Little Dog Laughed (Allen Ellenzweig). 14:2
Love! Valour! Compassion!, by Terrence McNally (Ross Lipman), 2:2
Making Porn, by Ronnie Larson (Michael Zam), 4:2
Most Fabulous Story Ever Told (The), written by Paul Rudnick (Michael Bronski), 6:2
My Night with Reg, by Kevin Elyot (Eric Secoy), 2:2
Mystery of Irma Vep, written by Charles Ludlam (Michael Bronski), 6:1
New Century (New York) (Martha E. Stone). 15:4
Night Larry Kramer Kissed Me (The), by David Drake (Eric Secoy), 1:1
Not About Nightingales, written by Tennessee Williams (Mark Griffin), 6:4
R&J, adapted and written by Joe Calarco (Michael Bronski), 6:1
Rent (Peter Marcus), 3:4
Skin & Ornaments, by Craig Hickman (Martha Stone), 1:2
Slav’s!, by Tony Kushner (Eric Secoy), 2:3
Some Men (Raymond-Jean Frontain). 14:5
Stupid Kids, written by John C. Russell (Michael Bronski), 6:1
Swan Lake, directed by Matthew Bourne (Hugh Coyle), 6:2
Take Me Out, dir. Joe Mantello (Allen Ellenzweig) 10:3
Tallulah (Mark Griffin), 7:1
Tell-Tale, by Erik Jackson (Aaron Mack Schloff), 4:4
The Invention of Love (Allen Ellenzweig) 8:5
Twilight of the Golds, by Jonathan Tolins (Ross Lipman), 1:1
Unfinished Song (An), by Jeffrey Mellon (Eric Secoy), 2:2
Unusual Acts of Devotion, by Terrence McNally. (Raymond-Jean Frontain). 16:1
West Side Story, directed by Arthur Laurents. (Robert Hilferty). 16:4
What the Butler Saw, by Joe Orton (Eric Secoy), 1:2
When Pigs Fly, written by Howard Crabtree (Michael Bronski), 6:3
Whoop-Dee-Doo!, by Howard Crabtree (Eric Secoy), 1:3
York Realist (The), directed by Peter Gill (Kevin J. Harty) 9:3

TELEVISION REVIEWS

Absolutely Fabulous (Michael Zam), 3:1
Boy Meets Boy (Bravo Network) (Art Cohen) 10:6
Ellen (ABC TV) (Bonnie Beedles), 4:3
In the Gloaming (Fox TV) (Michael Zam), 4:3
Queer as Folk (Channel Four) Richard Canning (7:1)
Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (Bravo Network) (Art Cohen), 10:6
Will & Grace (Matthew Hays), 11:5
Will & Grace (NBC) (Andrew Holleran) 7:3

OTHER REVIEWS

“Art and homosexuality” (James Polchin). 15:3
“One Man’s Truth: The Life and Work of Paul Monette” at the Young Research Library, UCLA (Dan Luckenbill). 12.6
“Self-Confidence and Persistence” at the Schwules Museum, Berlin (Polly Thistlethwaite). 12.4
“Sweet and Sticky.” – Madonna (Colin Carman). 15:6
Abnormally Attracted to Sin, by Tori Amos. (Colin Carman). 16:5
Art of Arno Breker (Richard Canning). 14:1
Beauford Delaney: The Color Yellow. Sert Gallery, Harvard University (Christopher Capozzola) 10:5
Both Sides Now: Joni Mitchell in Concert (Jaffe Cohen) 7:4
Bruce Sargeant’s Centennial Exhibit (Wessel & O’Connor Gallery) (Wayne Northcross), 5:3
Charles Demuth (Cassandra Langer). 15:4
Cher in Concert. (John R. Killacky). 16:1
Duncan Grant’s Private Collection (Lester Strong), 13:6
Exposed: The Victorian Nude. Brooklyn Museum of Art (Walter Wadas) 10:1
George Michael Tour 2008 (Greg Varner). 15:6
George Tooker Retrospective. (Cassandra Langer). 16:2
Gymnasium, At Wessel + O’Connor Gallery, New York (Allen Ellenzweig) 9:2
Hard Candy – Madonna (Colin Carman). 15:6
I Kissed a Girl, by Katy Perry. (Colin Carman). 16:1
Marsden Hartley: Man of the World, Painter from Maine. Wadsworth Athenaeum (Ken Gonzales-Day) 10:4
Paul Monette: The Brink of Summer’s End, directed by Monte Bramer (Chris Freeman), 5:3
Polaroids: Mapplethorpe. (David B. Boyce). 16:2
Portrait Photographs of George Platt Lynes. Harvard Theatre Collection (Laurence Senelick) 10:2
Robert Mapplethorpe and the Classical Tradition (David B. Boyce), 13:1
Sculpture of Louise Nevelson (Cassandra Langer). 15:1
Simeon Solomon. Love Revealed (Richard Canning), 13:6
Studio of Her Own: Women Artists in Boston (A), 1870-1940, At the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Liane Curtis) 9:1
This show must go on - Bette Midler (Walter R. Holland). 15:5
Vocabulary Works, by Michael Eade (Jaffe Cohen), 3:4
Years of Refusal, by Morrissey. (Colin Carman). 16:4

POETRY

Adame, Louis. “Hymn,” 5:1
Adams, Jon. “Harvest,” 2:4
Antler “Hearing a Deaf Boy’s Orgasmcries,” 11:5
Aquilane, Danielle. “Chincoteague Island, 1989.” 14:4
Ashbery, John. “A Leap in time,” 7:3
Barton, John. “Bushed,” 16:3
Baysans, Greg “The silence.” 15:2
Beam, Jeffrey. “Love Comes,” 4:1
Berg, Jeffery. “There Will Be a Room.” 14:3
Bertram, Erin M “The lion’s mane.” 15:1
Bodhran, Ahimsa Timoteo. “One Night in Swarthmore,” 16:1
Bradfield, Elizabeth “On the longing of early explorers.” 15:2
Brown, Brian. “Savannah.” 14:2
Calderwood, Brent “Anal bleaching is all the rage.” 15:4
Caldwell, Ron. “Reverie.” 1:2
Campo, Rafael. “On Valentine’s Day,” 8:2
Cheney, Jonathan “The Housesitter,” 11:4
Chin, Justin. “Final,” 8:3
Clarke, Chanel “Lover.” 15:5
Clausson, Nils. “Complaint,” 6:3
Cofrancesco, Joan. “fate.” 14:5
Conrath, Alan B. “Lost Love Found,” 6:2
Cordova, Steven. “Pangea/Protease Villanelle,” 6:2
Corn, Alfred. “Replacing a part,” 9:2
Cory, Jim. “Memory at 53.” 14:1
Crandall, Jeff. “Bennie’s 2:00 John Insists on a Condom.” 12:3
Cranell, Jeff. “The Bartender,” 16:5
Crew, Louis. “In Gay Hong Kong,” 2:1
Currier, Jameson. “Chelsea,” 2:1
Dean, Jeffrey Stephen. “‘Later’ (Means ‘Goodbye’),” 7:1
Domina, Lynn. “Examined Love,” 7:4
Domina, Lynn. “Stabat Mater,” 6:4
Doty, Mark. “Ware Collection of Glass Flowers...,” 1:2
Dow, Tom. “Hitching Home from College,” 8:2
Drucker, Claire. “Flight.” 13:1
Drummond, Ron. “What My Trainer Tells Me,” 4:4
Drummond, Ron. “Why Howdy Stopped Bar-Hopping with Clarabell,” 5:4
Duff, S. K. “Perseverance,” 3:2
Dufficy, James. “In Heaven or the Underworld,” 12:5
Duhamel, Alfred D. “Separate Love,” 3:3
Eberly, David. “Reading Frank O’Hara,” 5:3
Eberly, Kathryn. “Landscape,” 5:1
Eilers, James. “Turning.” 14:1
Eldridge, Joe. “Pricked.” 13:1
Elledge, Jim. “Mister Celebrates Father’s Day,” 16:3
Field, Edward “Oedipus, Schmoedipus,” 11:3
Fischer, Neil. “Hustler,” 5:3
Fox, Hugh/Connie. “XXXIII.” 13:2
Frankel, Alex M. “Physical Education.” 14:2
Friend, Robert. [excerpts from] “Dancing with a Tiger,” 10:3
Furtney, Diane. “Riddle,” 10:4
Furtney, Diane. “Riddle,” 9:3
Furtney, Diane. “The Only Thing,” 8:2
Garrison, John. “After Cavafy.” 12:4
Gaskins, Christopher “The men at The Metro.” 15:5
Georgiou, Elena. “Thalassic father,” 9:4
Giles, John “Chambers.” 15:2
Ginsberg, Allen. “After the Party,” 3:3
Gould, Lee. “At the Rehab,” 8:5
Gover, Tzivia “First Time,” 11:4
Grainger, Elizabeth “Sapphists in the Luxenbourg Gardens,” 11:3
Grainger, Elizabeth. “Sapphists in the Luxenbourg Gardens,” 9:5
Grainger, Elizabeth. “To her female husband,” 9:1
Gray, Pamela. “Key West Diary,” 2:1
Greenslit, Sara. “Collarbone Song,” 6:1
Griffith, Steven. “Hose,” 9:6
Guess, Carol “Chihuly Rose,” 11:1
Guess, Carol. “Bad Sex,” 4:3
Guess, Carol. “Bless,” 9:2
Guess, Carol. “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” 7:1
Guess, Carol. “Love is a Map I Must Not Set on Fire,” 8:4
Guess, Carol. “Sunset Language,” 10:2
Guess, Carol. “Unnatural Passions,” 6:1
Hacker, Marilyn. “Ghazal,” 8:6
Hacker, Marilyn. “Omelette,” 8:1
Halak, Glenn. “Say You’re Not True.” 14:5
Harris, John “‘I picked a daisy’.” 15:3
Harris, John. “Statue of Neptune: Pizza Maggiore,” 5:4
Harris, John. “The Rude Waiter,” 5:4
Harris, Reginald. “$200 per,” 9:6
Harris, Reginald. “Poem starting with a line by Cyrus Cassells.” 13:5
Harris, Reginald. “Resume,” 4:2
Harris, Reginald. “Sonnet: Bedroom, 1998,” 6:4
Hickman, Craig. “Little Black Girls,” 1:1
Hightower, Scott. “Fortunate Three,” 6:1
Holland, Walter. “Paul,” 4:2
Holland, Walter. “Steven at 50: 9:1
Holland, Walter. “The Unveiling (For Hennie Frey), 3:4
Holm, Janis Butler. “A Magazine of Bare, Naked Ladies.” 12:2
Hutchins, Christina. “The Lucky One,” 6:3
Isgri, Brent “Rosencrantz.” 15:5
Meriam, Mary “Gaze.” 15:4
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Summer, 1994: “In the Year 25 A.S. (After Stonewall).” 1:3
Fall, 1994: “The Banned.” 1:4
Fall, 1995: “The International Issue.” 2:4
Spring, 1996: “Pop Culture.” 3:2
Summer, 1996: “Sex and Sensibility.” 3:3
Fall, 1996: “Homo Spiritualis.” 3:4
Fall, 1997: “Shall We Wed?” 4:4
Spring, 1997: “Literature in the Age of AIDS.” 4:2
Winter, 1998: “Culture and Commerce.” 5:1
Summer, 1998: “Sex Wars Redux.” 5:3
Fall, 1998: “3,000 Years of Homosexuality.” 5:4
Summer, 1999: “Stonewall Hits the Big 3-0.” 6:3
Spring, 2000: “The People Gay” and the 10% Debate.” 7:2
Fall, 2000: “Election Special.” 7:4
March-April, 2001: “Out of the Celluloid Closet.” 8.2
July-August, 2001: “Body Culture.” 8.4
September-October, 2001: “In the Age of the Closet.” 8.5
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May-Jun., 2003: “Not the American Issue.” 10:3
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Mar.-Apr. 2008: “‘The Sotadic Zone’.” 15:2
May-Jun. 2002: “Virtual Communities.” 16:3
Jul.-Aug. 2002: “ Stonewall Hits the Big 4-0.” 16:4
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